The Odd Note: a comment on Handel's most popular keyboard piece
Colin Booth
Handel's most famous keyboard piece is the set of variations at the end of his E major harpsichord
suite, known as the Harmonious Blacksmith (Note 1).
Setting on one side the dubious origins of the piece's title (not Handel's own, and first encountered no
earlier than 1819), another, more important uncertainty faces the player: What is the solitary bass E
doing at the start of the piece? Could it be some kind of shorthand? Or a deliberate banality – an
exercise in musical humour?
Example 1. Handel: "Harmonious Blacksmith" variations, line 1.

There are several different possible responses to this note.
1)

One may simply obey the score, and play the note. This may mean playing it in time, or, if
one feels doubt about the resultant musical success, it may be dwelt on to varying degrees.

2)

If viewed as an invitation to improvise an introductory flourish, this might take the form of
an elaborated chord, or even a whole short prelude, starting with the note in question.

3)

One may (as we shall see) omit the note altogether.

Let's examine these approaches in turn.
1) A harpsichord will automatically make a single note sound weaker than several notes played
together, as in a chord. If the performer plays the bass E without emphasising it in some way, the
next beat (which is a chord) will sound stronger, leaving the E sounding insignificant and without a
meaningful purpose. Handel did not have a piano, so the option of simply playing the E louder than
the following chord (had he wanted to do so), was unavailable to him. Michael Civiello decided that
the note "seems to function as a tonality set rather than as an anacrusis". He recommended adding a
fermata and an ornament, followed by a clean break of sound (Note 2).
2) As for the second option (that of elaborating the E into something considerably more emphatic),
we can explore this idea at some length.
In the Baroque period, pieces of various kinds were routinely preceded by a prelude. There was a
very old tradition of considering some music worthy of having some sort of introduction, and many
players would have extemporised a short prelude before individual works, or groups of pieces such
as a suite of dances. William Byrd and his fellow Virginalists had adopted this practice: an important
extended fantasia by Byrd is offered with such an introductory prelude specified and written out by

the composer, and a number of preludes survive as exempla, like those in the Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book (Note 3).
During the Baroque, whole preludes by German composers, including Bach and Handel, were often
presented as a series of block chords, intended for varieties of arpeggiation and elaboration. The
best-known such work by J.S. Bach is his Chromatic Fantasia, where some sections are fully written
out, and others left as block chords (Note 4). Handel offered a written-out exemplum of one style of
preluding, at the very start of his 1720 collection. The opening suite in A begins like this:
Example 2. A major suite, first section.

According to the conventions of the time, the composer could easily have offered all of this prelude
in the shorthand manner in which he left just some of it. Block chords still have a role, giving players
some freedom to arpeggiate these as they choose. The version which we have was probably
influenced by the music's publication. This was aimed mainly at amateurs, and, like J.S.Bach,
Handel tended to present his published works in a more finished and prescriptive form. The
beginning in its original form might well have looked like this, where the simple harmonic sequence
is much more obvious:
Example 3. A major suite, first section, replacing realisation by block chords.

Handel's elaborated version showed the kind of treatment he hoped for when similar pieces were
notated more simply. One must surely sympathise with someone even of Handel's calibre, when
deciding to try to notate a free, improvisatory passage like this. However detailed, the prescriptive
version (which attempted to some degree to obey the rules of notational grammar) could never be
more than a rather inaccurate approximation of what was in his mind.
This shorthand presentation indicated by simple block chords had a long history. A parallel from
nearly a century earlier is this passage by the German composer Jacob Froberger, who inherited the
tradition from his teacher Frescobaldi:
Example 4. Froberger, Toccata in A minor (1649), line 1.

The opening chord stands alone, unconnected either rhythmically or thematically with what follows.
It does not make much musical sense to play it simply, and even arpeggiation would probably have
been seen as inadequate. In fact, we have a clue to what Froberger himself might have done with the
chord. One of his greatest admirers was the French harpsichordist and composer Louis Couperin.
The most substantial of Louis' famous "unmeasured" preludes is titled "In imitation of Mr.
Froberger". It contains at least one quotation from the Froberger toccata in Example 4, and its whole
first line is an elaboration of a chord in A minor, in a style presumably known to have been used by
Froberger himself:
Example 5. L. Couperin, A minor prelude "À L'imitation de Mr. Froberger". Start.

While this tradition of elaborating opening chords, or of improvising a short prelude even where no
indication was given by the composer, was both widespread and well-known, when we look at the
start of the "Harmonious Blacksmith" variations, there are good reasons to doubt that Handel had this
sort of thing in mind here. It's a memorable piece, and one might argue that it deserves some sort of
introduction. On the other hand, the suite itself, in its final published form, presents a short set of
movements, beginning with a prelude of some complexity (Note 5). Following the prelude, the suite
steadily increases in intensity and pace as it moves towards the final variations. There is no slow
sarabande to interrupt this progress, and the courante (really an Italianate corrente) is vigorously
rhythmic: its lively tempo creates a tension for which the theme of the concluding variations is

designed to provide a release. It is unlikely that Handel desired anything which would delay the start
of the variations.
To support this, we can note that:
a)

The customary invitation to arpeggiate or improvise was a chord. We have here a
single note.

b)

This note is only a crochet (quarter), not the usual semibreve (whole note) which
would often invite an elaboration of unspecified length. This suggests that its length is
defined, and that it is structurally linked to what follows. Grammatically, in fact, it is
a substitute for the closing chord of the first half of the theme.

c)

While the vertical line which separates the E from the following material might
encourage us to treat it as a separate musical entity, this is to misinterpret the meaning
of the line, as we shall see.

3) Let us turn to the third option: is it permissible to dismiss the note entirely, as not relevant to the
success of the music?
This suggestion at first seems to have considerable justification, since several early versions of this
piece exist in manuscripts and editions which do omit the note, and substitute a crochet rest instead
(Note 6). To decide whether this makes option (3) a valid choice when playing from a score where
the note appears, it will help to examine parallels. Here, perhaps, is one:
Example 6. Handel: Concerto Grosso Op.3, no.1 in B flat. Final movement, line 1.

This compositional technique for starting a piece does not occur elsewhere in Handel's Concerti
Grossi, perhaps being found unnecessary as his mastery of this form increased. The "bottom half" of
the orchestra gives a strong first beat, which offers the rest of the band something to "bounce off". It
is far easier for them to do this, than to enter in the absence of any such chord. They can then
instinctively move forward to the next strong beats - the first one being the half-bar, and the next

(more important) the start of bar 2. These beats don't call for any exaggerated emphasis; they should
simply be in the players' subconscious, and in the eighteenth century they would have been.
Some readers may welcome a clarification of this: the idea of the Hierarchy of the Measure (what
Bruce Haynes calls "beat hierarchy") is not one which has survived in musicians' training to our own
day. It was, however, deeply rooted in the minds of eighteenth-century musicians. It concerned the
relative importance of the different beats within a bar, underlying the structure and forming, as it
were, a skeleton which the music itself would flesh out (Note 7). It could be used to quasiautomatically stress certain notes or beats, or to cause surprise when the emphasis in the music
departed from the norm. The norm, in a piece using a time signature of 4/4, was this:
The first beat was the most important; the second most important was the third. The second beat was
normally the least important, and the final beat could be either equally unimportant or not, depending
on the context.
Hence the provision of a strong chord on the first beat of Example 6 is more interesting than it
appears, and not just a crude device to help the violins.
Two telling instances of this technique can be found in Messiah. The opening of the dramatic chorus
"He trusted in God" is one of these. It begins with a similar, even more arresting chord from the
band, from which the bass singers can take their cue. But see how the words are automatically given
the correct stresses. These are here indicated by wedges. The relative importance of the syllables is
clear:
Example 7. Handel: "He trusted in God" opening line.

In the "Harmonious Blacksmith", if the same method is being used, we have no words, so we must
identify beats which call for greater stress than others. This is easy to do, since Baroque music
stressed dissonances, and almost invariably we find these placed upon strong beats (Note 8).
Many players give weight to the "wrong" notes, whether they play the solitary bass E or not. If the
first chord is allowed to bear the stress, this lies on the second beat. If it is played as if it was the first

beat of the bar, and the pulse continues from it, the effect of the musical line is banal: the dissonance
in bar 2 is ignored, and the first three principal strong beats fall on chords of the home key of E
major. Here's how it usually sounds:
Example 8. Handel: "Harmonious Blacksmith" line 1 - wedges over the weak beats.

If the introductory note is observed and "bounced off" as in Example 7, the whole subject is made
more interesting: emphasis is taken away from the home key, and the important dissonance is subtly
stressed. The entire subject is propelled forward in a more convincing manner:
Example 9. Handel: “Harmonious Blacksmith” line 1 - with "correct" stresses indicated.

It's perfectly possible for a harpsichordist, not just to "feel" these strong and weak beats internally,
but to make them audible to listeners. The effect on a harpsichord will nevertheless be quite subtle but the result is very different from what we are used to hearing. The idea can be carried through the
variations too, even to the final one, although it will be less noticeable as the piece progresses. It is
quite likely that Handel intended the whole set of variations to be played continuously, with no pause
between each one, so that not just the momentum, but the structure under investigation here, would
persist.
As for that vertical line after the bass E: it does look like a bar line, which encourages a player to
begin the piece on the beat which follows it. It is not a bar line, however, but simply an indication of
the point at which the repeat of the first half should start. In several sources, including the bestknown, it looks very different from the heavy double line offered in modern editions, and far less
significant (Note 9).
Whether the bass E is played or not, or even if it does not exist in the player's score, it, or the rest
which is there instead of it, occupies the place of the first beat. The next beat (the opening chord)
must be made weaker than the next beat (the third). Only then will everything fall into place as
Handel intended.
It is therefore theoretically irrelevant whether the note is present or not. If it is, and if the instrument
being used has a weak bass, it might be permissible to add a chord or octave to it for reinforcement.
If it is not present in the source being used, the player could play the line "correctly" even without it.
But it makes a listener's task harder - perhaps the player's, too. Was Handel instinctively aware of

this himself? One must not expect total consistency from geniuses, and Handel's use of conventions
is a case in point. He may have been ambivalent about the importance of the bass E under discussion.
At the same time he was happy, as we have seen, to present chords for arpeggiating, as a convenient
shorthand - some of the time - and his notation of rhythm has for decades offered scholars and
performers unlimited opportunities for contrary opinions (Note 10).
The construction of this piece can be usefully compared with that of pieces by Handel which are
superficially similar. It proves to be unusual, both in having the bar structure presented in this way and in the presence of dissonances within the theme. These two factors are clearly linked (Note 11).
Perhaps the bass E exists in more mature versions of this piece, including the most acceptable
versions of the 1720 publication, because Handel came to think that it made things clearer,
encouraging a natural emphasis of the dissonances which make the music more memorable than his
other offerings in this genre. Judging by today's performances and even some scholarly advice, this
would not appear to have generally succeeded - at least in an age when the tradition of "beat
hierarchy" has yet to be fully revived.
Before ending, it is helpful to point out that this method of composition was clearly a convenient one
in Handel's time - in certain kinds of piece. J.S. Bach found it natural to start a large number of
fugues within the Well Tempered Clavier on a weak beat, in order to exploit beat hierarchy as a basic
element in the rhythmic structure (Note 12).
Where a fugal subject was not involved, Bach would often start a piece by striking a strong bass note
on the first beat, in order that the following material could "bounce off" it. In many cases, one can
experiment by omitting this note. The result is a more ambivalent opening, where beat hierarchy is
less effectively established (Note 13).
In the Harmonious Blacksmith, then, it should not matter whether that bass E exists in the score or
not. If it does, then the note is there to be played - in time. It offers performers assistance to give the
music the right shape, similar (albeit less emphatic) to that given in the Concerto Grosso to the string
players, and to the singers of the bass line in Messiah. If the note does not exist in the score, a
performer should recognise where Handel expected stresses to be applied, and make these audible to
themselves and to any listeners present.
----------------------------------
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